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1.0 Code Review: SPOT THE BUG CHALLENGE 2016
1.1 Introduction
Code Review is one of the most efficient ways to discover security vulnerabilities in
applications. Static analysis tools are quite often used for this purpose, however, its is clear
that many of the issues regarding vulnerabilities in code, are a challenging task for them.
SPOT THE BUG CHALLENGE is without doubts, an excellent exercise to understand the
difference between code review and the logic that leads to vulnerabilities in code, versus
mechanical static code analysis.
This exercise was an eye opener for me on how certain vulnerabilities can be easily
introduced in code, especially when certain functions are wrongly utilized, from hashing,
logic, validation, to bad crypto implementations in PHP functions.
It was a very enjoyable experience, and I hope that Securify continues to carry on these
challenges which are quite exciting to do.

1.2 Objective
In a fictional story of a bad ass criminal trying to destroy evidence and save his bitcoins, he
has written a ‘super secure’ PHP script which has a couple of major goals
•

Strong Authentication: so only he, who posses the keys can actually execute the code and
delete/backup the bitcoins

•

Delete evidence: In case of a raid, the criminal will execute the script and make sure
evidence is deleted and the keys are encrypted and moved to a secure location

•

Create a backup: Move the keys and encrypt its valuable content

•

Protection against brute force attacks: Last but not least , the criminal has also
implemented a protection against brute force attacks

The mission is to find out if indeed, the script does not contain vulnerabilities that in this
case can be exploited by authorities to uncover his criminal secrets or worse, someone
stealing his precious bitcoins. If the script fails to do this, then obviously, the script is
vulnerable.
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2.0 High-Level Summary findings
Unfortunately for our bad-ass criminal, the script has some major vulnerabilities. To begin
with, the validations he though such as using PHP functions to validate his key, do not work
properly.
The ‘Unguessable random’ key is everything except random due to the wrong implementation
of the HASH function.
The ‘SALT’ function is also wrongly executed, which leads to generate a fixed and weak
signature that was supposed to protect against replay attacks. The BACKUP using weak crypt
algorithms such as base64, DES, do not help to keep the keys save. additional there are many
poor validations and some logical errors. In other words, he is doomed if he uses this script,
fortunately for him, we have spot the bugs and he wil be able to save his bitcoins if he ever
has to go on the run ;-).

2.1 Recommendations
Every section explaining the vulnerability, contains also a section ‘vulnerability fix’ where it is
explained how to implement the appropriate methods or code

2.2 Risk Rating Classification - Severity
Bugs has been classified according its
severity following OWASP
recommendations
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/
OWASP_Risk_Rating_Methodology

3.0 Methodologies
The methodologies I used to spot the bugs was manual code review and dynamic analysis by
running a couple of unit tests. For this purpose, the code was deployed on a PHP server using
Kali Linux, and a series of unit tests were executed to understand what the code does and the
output of some functions. The findings are provided also with these screenshots.
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4.0 SPOT THE BUG - findings
Bug#1: Weak validation of variables - LINE 10-12

Vulnerability Explanation:In the comments written by the admin, each variable, which are
contained within an array ‘&key’ should have a proper format.The $key is an array containing
4 values (key, call, signature, iv), which could range from string to numeric type, moreover,
the validation code treats all the values as strings and just checks if its value is not ‘NULL’ or
empty.
Furthermore, the PHP functions !isset and !is_string are not the ideal way to validate empty
strings in PHP.
Vulnerability Fix: each value within the array &key should be individually validated. Also,
make use if the function ‘empty’ Example:
<?php
// set up array of expected values and types
$sleutel = array( 'key'=>'string', ‘call'=>'int', 'signature'=>'int',
'iv'=>'int' );
// check each input value for type and length
foreach ( $sleutel AS $key=>$type ) {
if ( empty( $_GET[ $key ] ) ) {
${$key} = NULL;
continue;
}
switch ( $type ) {
case 'string' :
if ( is_string( $_GET[ $key ] ) && strlen( $_GET[ $key ] ) < 256 ) {
${$key} = $_GET[ $key ];
}
break;
case 'int' :
if ( is_int( $_GET[ $key ] ) ) {
${$key} = $_GET[ $key ];
}
break;$_GET[ $key ] ) )
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Severity: Critical
Proof of concept: [TEST 1]

Bug#2: Weak random generation, wrong implementation of the hash function, weak algo vulnerable to brute force attacks - LINE 15 - 18

Vulnerability Explanation: If the session is locked (true), after certain amount of login
attempts, the hash function hash('joaat',explode(" ", microtime())[0]*1000000); is executed to
generate an ‘unguessable’ random key. The issues with this function,first, does not use a
strong hashing algo(MD5) ‘JOOAT’ which is an MD5 , second , there are more than 2^160
possible values obtainable from microtime, there will be multiple times that the code will
generate the same hash at a certain time. Given also the length of the key after the code was
ran, it is too short to guarantee uniqueness.We did a unit test and ran the following keys
aab4f886
f83b3c23
e97bd554
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cc39f5ba
99c96063
cd1dbb17
b0e7867a
a5dcae0f
d40bd8f2
Also the order of the function should be (if the intention as explained in the comment) to 'get
admin key OR use an unguessable random
key to use it then like:
// Get the admin key, or use an unguessable random key to block brute-force attacks
if ($_SESSION['timelocked'])
$key = getenv(‘ADMIN_KEY');

Vulnerability Fix: use a stronger algorithm (avoid SHA1 and MD5). Also Invert the if function
logic.
“The well known hash functions MD5 and SHA1 should be avoided in new applications.
Collission attacks against MD5 are well documented in the cryptographics literature and have
already been demonstrated in practice. Therefore, MD5 is no longer secure for certain
applications.”
source: http://php.net/manual/en/function.hash.php
Severity: Critical
Proof of Concept Code Here [Value before TEST 2] :
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Bug #3 :Weak ‘Salt’ implementation for password hash function- LINE 27-28

Vulnerability Explanation: the 'secure' hash for signatures is not ‘secure’. The salt is weak.
the value produced after running this code
$sigOptions = ["salt" => “>R?Lw1’u8.g)_r9Qu5#!L@"]; gives us every time it runs:
$2y$10$PlI/THcxJ3U4LmcpX3I5UO5M66/FXSwSiocghoaGiArhirhHdbwx.
It gives us the repeatable value ARRAY (see printscreen), and therefore it does not create a
new random signature every time it runs
Vulnerability Fix: For example, the developer should use:
$sigOptions = ["salt" => mcrypt_create_iv(22, MCRYPT_DEV_URANDOM)];
Example:
$options = [
'cost' => 11,
'salt' => mcrypt_create_iv(22, MCRYPT_DEV_URANDOM),
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];
echo password_hash("rasmuslerdorf", PASSWORD_BCRYPT, $options)."\n";
?>

Following the PHP documentation:http://php.net/manual/en/function.password-hash.php
“It is strongly recommended that you do not generate your own salt for this function.
It will create a secure salt automatically for you if you do not specify one.”
Severity: Critical
Proof of concept:
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Bug #4 :Timing attacks risk due to wrong implementation/poor validation of strings in
‘hash_equals’ function : LINE 31

Vulnerability Explanation: As described in the PHP manual :”Both arguments must be of the
same length to be compared successfully. When arguments of differing length are supplied,
FALSE is returned immediately and the length of the known string may be leaked in case of a
timing attack.” In this case there is no proper validation first to verify if the $localSignature
has the same length as in the $_POST variable, therefore the code is vulnerable to Timing
attacks
Vulnerability fix:validate length of the local and the signature in POST request before
executing the hash_equals function
Severity: High
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Bug #5 :Register_globals Activation Vulnerability in parse_str() - LINE 34

Vulnerability Explanation:(extracted from http://www.securiteam.com/unixfocus/
6C0050KEKU.html )” When parse_str() is called with only one parameter it parses the supplied
string, as if it were the query string passed via a URL and sets variables in the global scope.
This is achieved by internally switching register_globals on, while the string is parsed.
Unfortunately it could be possible for an external attacker to trigger the memory_limit
request termination during such a call to parse_str() by sending a lot of request variables to
consume enough memory to trigger the limit. (It is described elsewhere how it is possible to
consume a lot of memory with a small request body). If the request shutdown is executed
during the call to parse_str() the register_globals flag is left on, for the rest of the lifetime of
the involved web server process.”
Using this function without second parameter is DISCOURAGED. Dynamically setting variables
in function's scope suffers from exactly same problems as register_globals.
Reference:
http://php.net/manual/en/function.parse-str.php
http://www.securiteam.com/unixfocus/6C0050KEKU.html
Vulnerability fix: The admin should implement another way whether using a second parameter
or another function or validation to the expected values for the ‘call’ parameter
Severity: Medium-High

Bug #6 :Shell injection - Multiple Shell Command Escaping Bypass - LINE 36

Vulnerability Explanation:
The ‘exec’ code is indeed a sensitive one. As explained in PHP manual: “When allowing usersupplied data to be passed to this function, use escapeshellarg() or escapeshellcmd() to
ensure that users cannot trick the system into executing arbitrary commands.” However it
was discovered that this will not help against Multiple shell command vulnerability:
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“In PHP there exist two functions to escape shell commands or arguments to shell commands
that are used in PHP applications to protect against shell command injection vulnerabilities.
- escapeshellcmd()
- escapeshellarg()
Unfortunately it was discovered that both functions fail to protect against shell command
injection when the shell uses a locale with a variable width character set like GBK, EUC-KR,
SJIS, ..This can lead to arbitrary shell command injection vulnerabilities in PHP applications
believed to be safe. In addition to that exploiting this problem in PHP functions that use this
shell escaping internally allows safe_mode and disable_functions bypass”
Vulnerability fix: As described in the PHP manual website: “escapeshellcmd() should be used
on the whole command string, and it still allows the attacker to pass arbitrary number of
arguments. For escaping a single argument escapeshellarg() should be used instead.”
reference:
http://www.securityfocus.com/archive/1/491687
Severity: High

Bug #7 :Full Path Disclosure -contents of file exposed - LINE 39
// Dump coin keys from key file.
if ($call == "getKeyFile") {
39

echo file_get_contents($filename);

Vulnerability explanation: There is a risk that information regarding the contents of the keys
can be leaked through this code, due to unprotected use of the ‘file_get_contents’ function
Reference: https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Full_Path_Disclosure
Vulnerability fix: is it really necessary to echo the contents of the file?
Severity: Medium-High

Bug #8 :Blocking issue with /dev/random - lack of entropy - LINE 44
// overwrite file with random bytes before removing
44 exec('x=`wc -l < '.$filename.'`; head -c $x /dev/random | dd conv=notrunc bs=1

Vulnerability explanation: While /dev/random function provides a truly random number
generation, it has a major problem: it blocks if the system entropy buffer is empty. Given the
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nature of the script,this does not seem to offer enough entropy (using the head -c /dev/
random will only print the first NUM bytes of the file) to overwrite this file fast enough if the
raid takes place and the function blocks.
Vulnerability fix: dev/ramdom function offers a true random generation , but given the
situation, the admin should implement another, faster algorithm for randomness
Severity: High

Bug #9 :Poor validation - NULL byte issue : LINE 46
// overwrite file with random bytes before removing
44 exec('x=`wc -l < '.$filename.'`; head -c $x /dev/random | dd conv=notrunc bs=1
45 count="$x" of='.$filename);
46 unlink($filename);

Vulnerability explanation: the function ‘unlink’ does the work of deleting the filename, the
admin should make sure that only that file get actually deleted,therefore, it should exist a for
of validation before executing the unlink method.
Severity: Medium-High

Bug #10 :Weak crypto, Wrong implementations : LINE 50-51

Vulnerability explanation:
• Base64 is an encoding algorithm instead of an encryption one and it’s quite trivial to
identify and decode.
• The PHP function
• string mcrypt_encrypt ( string $cipher , string $key , string $data , string $mode [,
string $iv ] )
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uses MCRYPT_DES as the ‘$cipher’, but this cipher is not secure anymore and not
recommended.
https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/327.html
Vulnerability fix: use a stronger cipher such as AES
Severity: Critical

Bug #11 :Insecure transmission of data : LINE 53-57

Vulnerability explanation: our badass admin wants to send the backup file using a
completely insecure means of transmission. CURL allows us to send HTTP request and from
within PHP , it has a very easy option to initiate a request and send the backup file. While
there is nothing wrong to do it this way the implementation is weak at many levels:
•

No use of secure communication through HTTPS

•

This is vulnerable to MITM

Vulnerability fix: Please refer to PHP documentation on proper and secure transmission of
data using this function
Severity: High

Bug #12: Login attempts validation code might never execute

Vulnerability explanation: last but not least our criminal friend has decided to set a
validation at the end of the code ‘else if’ logic to check the Login attempts! the ‘else if’
command might not execute if the first if is false:
“The elseif statement is only executed if the preceding if expression and any preceding elseif
expressions evaluated to FALSE, and the current elseif expression evaluated to TRUE.”
Vulnerability fix: This should be the first piece of the code to execute with an ‘if
http://php.net/manual/en/control-structures.elseif.php
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